A procedure for providing real-time route guidance in congested vehicular traffic networks is described. The control procedure, implementable in a decentralized scheme, envisions a set of distributed local controllers in the network in which every controller can extract only limited information from detectors. The assignment logic is driven by informed local search procedures and heuristics. A simulation-assignment model was developed and used to assess the effectiveness and robustness of the procedure in dealing with normal as well as incident traffic conditions. A comparative study was undertaken to gauge the performance of the distributed control structure against a benchmark scenario of the timedependent system-optimal logic in a centralized architecture. The assessment was conducted under various operational scenarios of different incident links, durations, and severity. The findings of the simulation-based experiments indicated that the distributed scheme is more robust than the centralized time-dependent scheme under incident conditions.
The complexity of large-scale traffic networks provides a strong motivation for the development of a decentralized traffic control architecture for route guidance. In large-scale networks with distributed data sources, the need for fast control action in response to local data inputs and perturbations dictates the use of distributed information and control structures. Although decentralized control systems have been successfully used and exploited in the areas of telecommunications and computing network control, their potential for route guidance in vehicular traffic networks has only recently been recognized.
A commonly encountered approach to route guidance envisions a central controller with full information on drivers' origindestination (O-D) trip desires, complete knowledge of current traffic conditions and reliable predictions of future traffic conditions on the network's components, and the capability to optimally assign a path to each driver from origin to destination, as well as to reroute each driver as warranted by unfolding traffic conditions (1) . In contrast to such a centralized control architecture, with its heavy requirements in terms of input information that may be available only with varying degrees of accuracy and confidence, algorithmic complexity, and computational intensiveness, hierarchical distributed architectures provide for locally oriented real-time vehicle-routing strategies that rely on small amounts of available information.
In most situations information availability will be limited both spatially and temporally. Temporally, only currently prevailing (and past) traffic conditions can be known with certainty. Predictions may be available with various levels of confidence. Spatially, information availability may be limited to the areas adjacent to decision points (nodes where controlling units reside). Under these limited information scenarios, a class of locally oriented real-time routing strategies can be defined. "Pure" decentralized control implies that no single controller holds perfect or complete knowledge of the entire network state, perturbations, and demand. The superiority of a centralized architecture with global system-wide objectives is indisputable in cases of full a priori reliable and accurate O-D demand information. Decentralized systems may, however, be justified when demand is unpredictable or drivers do not fully comply with the received messages.
Optimal feedback control has been proposed as a basis for local strategies for urban freeway ramp control (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . Only two proposals for optimal traffic routing that use mostly local approaches appear to have been reported. Sarachick and Ozguner (7 ) proposed a decentralized dynamic routing approach that uses optimal control with feedback regulators in a single-origin, single-destination network with deterministic demand and full compliance. Papageorgiou (8) proposed an optimal feedback control model to route traffic flows in a multidestination network that uses feedback regulation. One drawback of this approach is that it requires a priori definition of desired or nominal state variables that depend on the network and loading characteristics. This paper describes a distributed control architecture developed for real-time route guidance in a traffic network. It highlights the development of local rules for real-time routing, the simulationassignment framework developed to assess the effectiveness and robustness of the distributed system, and the experimental approach and setup used to test the robustness of the distributed system under incident situations. The paper has four sections. The next section presents the decentralized system structure, the logic of the local control procedures, and the local rule development. Then the simulation-assignment experimental framework is highlighted in a section that comprises a description of the experimental procedures of the distributed and the centralized benchmark schemes. The incident scenarios, the experimental setup, and the network description are briefly defined. This is followed by a summary of the results of the experiments designed to assess the robustness of the system under incident situations. extract only limited raw information (speed, travel time, concentration, etc.) from network detectors and can use this information in conjunction with local control rules to guide the vehicles within its territory to their individual destinations. Local controllers are specific hardware units located at the network intersection. They might be located at every network intersection, if this is the desired level of decentralization. The level of decentralization could be coarser or finer, which would be determined on the basis of the available computational requirement, the level of investment, and the desired accuracy (9). In the experiments described in this paper the authors envisioned a controller at each intersection. The rules are intended to be operationally robust under different scenarios of spatial and temporal information availability. The local control unit communicates with drivers in a territory whose size is mainly governed by the processing capabilities of the units. Figure 1 illustrates the spatial extent of the area governed by one local controller. Temporally, only current travel times are known for all links in the local area. The size or extent of information extracted by a single controller is denoted by the knowledge level (K), which refers to the number of downstream links (or nodes) from which information (traffic measurements) can be extracted. Individual controllers seek to route underlying equipped vehicles from their current positions, which may be initial origins or intermediate nodes, to their respective destinations by assigning them to a subpath.
Local control rules use the available partial information and heuristics to evaluate the alternative subpaths emanating from the decision node toward the destination and assign vehicles at that node to the links immediately downstream. A subpath (i, j, m, K) denotes the first K links of path m from the decision node i to destination j. Assignment decisions are reached by control units after considering the relative merit or disutility of alternative subpaths as captured by local and nonlocal state variables. For any O-D pair i,j, there exists a finite number of subpaths that can be evaluated and ranked individually on the basis of the expected disutility to a vehicle following that subpath. Two types of variables are identified, (a) variables that describe the subpath local state and (b) variables that describe 84 TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH RECORD 1537 the expected state beyond K, and these are referred to as nonlocal state variables.
Logic of Local Control Procedure
Vehicular routing in a typical network can be treated as a set of small problems in each of which it is required that a path for a vehicle at a certain node, called the decision node, to its destination node be found. One routing policy might assign an entire path for each vehicle from the origin to the destination. Assigned vehicles may be required to rigidly follow these paths or may be considered for rerouting at different locations along the trip. The decision elements are path flows. Alternatively, motorists might be required to follow a subpath before they are considered for further guidance. The decision elements for this policy are subpath flows. The logic of the proposed local control is analogous to that of the A* search procedure. A* is a graph search algorithm that uses heuristic information to decide which node to scan first. The general idea is to expand the nodes that seem most promising. The distinctive feature of the A* algorithm is the definition of the evaluation function (F) which has two components: the cost of reaching the node from the start node (G) and the cost of reaching the goal from the node (H). The node chosen for expansion is the one for which F ϭ G ϩ H is minimum (10, 11) .
All nodes and arcs in the local area are explored. For this purpose a search tree rooted at the decision node is formed. Successively, all the nodes (arcs) in the local area are scanned. One part of the scanning process is to estimate the local state of all feasible subpaths. Along one subpath the depth of any node (arc) is the number of nodes (arcs) from the decision node to the node (arc). By scanning all the nodes (arcs) up to K depth, the local area is exhaustively explored.
Let l, where l is equal to 1, 2, . . . , L, denote the K-tuple of successive arcs (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a K ) l such that the first element, a 1 , emanates from the current decision node. Denote by P the set of all paths from the current node. Denote by P l the subset of P comprising paths that share l. By scanning all these defined K-tuples, it is ensured that all paths in P will be possible for the vehicle at the current decision node. Although the number of paths ͉P͉ will typically be very large, it will have only a limited number of subsets as defined above.
Consider ing the imperfect knowledge (e.g., of future O-D demands) under which the latter might have to operate.
The type of local assignment rule considered here selects at node n the link a from ⌽(n) on the basis of current knowledge of travel time, distance, and concentration on the K-tuples (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a K ) l . A function G t i,j,l of the subpath (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a K ) l is defined to capture the desirability or quality as a function of various local state variables under currently prevailing conditions. The desirability of the remaining portion of the path, from the end of the Kth link to D(v), is estimated according to a heuristic function, H t i,j,l . The total performance, given by F t i,j,l ϭ G t i,j,l ϩ H t i ,j,l , provides the basis for evaluating alternative K-tuples or subpaths. The specification of the heuristic function may reflect various degrees of knowledge or intelligence with various corresponding efforts in terms of computation, data acquisition, data processing, or prediction.
Specification of Local Rules
A family of rules has been developed on the basis of the criteria by which subpaths are evaluated and the assignment process is performed. In this paper the specification of one of these rules, found to perform well in previous experiments (9), is highlighted. The local rule distributes vehicles among several feasible subpaths by using a splitting model operationalized here by using the logit form, as will be described.
A generalized subpath disutility or penalty function is developed. It comprises local state variables (travel time and concentration) and nonlocal variables (expected travel time), each with an associated penalty coefficient that captures its relative impact. The proposed penalty function can be specified as the approximated current marginal travel time along the subpath. The marginal time that the system incurs by adding one vehicle to subpath l may be approximated by the vehicle's own travel time from i to j plus the marginal effect on all other subpath vehicles, assuming that the vehicle affects the subpath vehicles only. This can be expressed as
The state variable T L,t i,j,l refers to the travel time of subpath l at time t, where the superscript L is used to indicate that this variable is local (can actually be measured). The term K
i,j,l expresses the total number of vehicles along subpath l. The coefficient M is the average marginal effect of the added vehicle at i on any of the K
vehicles. The coefficient M is expected to decrease with higher knowledge levels to account for the diminishing marginal effect on the subpath vehicles as they get farther from the decision point. The heuristic function can be specified as (2) The state variable TNL,t i,j,l is an approximation of the anticipated nonlocal travel time from the end of subpath l to destination j. TNL,t i,j,l can be calculated by extrapolating the local travel time from historical information or it may be replaced by the corresponding information exchanged from the adjacent controllers. The superscript NL indicates that this variable is a nonlocal variable (and cannot be measured directly according to the problem assumptions). This variable is calculated by using local speed estimates and heuristics, as follows:
where S(a) is the actual length of link a. Because the actual entire path followed is not known, specifically the part beyond the local area boundaries, heuristics can be used to roughly estimate the remaining travel time, TNL,t i,j,l . The nonlocal travel time T NL,t i,j,l is calculated by substituting the coordinates of the subpath end node bn and j into a mixed function of both Manhattan and Euclidean distance heuristics. The best W M and W E are network geometry-specific parameters. Sensitivity analysis of simulation-based performance is used to identify the best parameter values (9) . For the network used in the experiment, the best values of W M and W E are determined to be 0.75 and 0.25, respectively. For ideal grid networks the distance between any two nodes is relatively close to the Manhattan distance, and one might use W M of 1 and W E of 0.
where F t i,j,l* is the disutility of the most promising subpath l* and is the minimum value of F t i,j,l for all feasible subpaths. The term feasible subpaths refers to the set of subpaths of apparent acceptable performance. Typically, the subpath l is feasible if the following condition applies:
where ␦ is a feasibility factor. For ␦ equal to 0 the feasible set constitutes only the minimum subpath l*. Splitting among all the feasible subpaths is performed by a model of the logit form. The disutility or penalty associated with a subpath is a function of travel time (the sum of both local and nonlocal measurements). The share of any feasible subpath l is inversely proportional to the penalty value
p e e l i will be, and the higher the probability that the approximated marginal F t i,j,l would match the actual marginal travel time. If the knowledge level is extended to the limit that accommodates the entire path (from i to j), the termT NL,t i,j,l is equal to zero, and the knowledge beyond this limit will not necessarily be accompanied by performance enhancement. To enrich the knowledge of the decentralized system, a cooperative scheme was developed to enable exchanging nonlocal information (such as concentration and travel time) among neighboring controllers (12) .
SIMULATION-ASSIGNMENT EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK
A simulation-assignment framework was developed to investigate overall network performance under real-time information in conjunction with the local controllers of the decentralized system. All traffic operations and control are explicitly modeled by using the DYNASMART (dynamic network assignment simulation model for advanced road telematics) simulation model (12) . The use of the simulation-assignment model enables reasonable estimations of travel times and explicit modeling of traffic patterns to evaluate overall network performance under real-time information systems for a given network configuration and a given time-dependent O-D demand pattern.
Distributed Control Experimental Framework
To assess the effectiveness of the decentralized control system and the local rules, a simulation-assignment model (within which DYNASMART simulator and local rules are interfaced) was developed. Figure 2 illustrates the schematic outline of the simulationassignment framework. The role of the local processing unit is to form, scan, and evaluate all feasible subpaths for all O-D pairs on line for a given limited knowledge level K. Every node in the network is assumed to have a local processing unit that calculates subpath attributes while scanning links of the search trees corresponding to a specific knowledge level or territory size. The feasible subpaths are then sorted (according to their disutilities), and the share of vehicles allocated to every subpath is found.
The network features input to the DYNASMART simulator include network structure, connectivity and geometric characteristics, signal characteristics and settings, O-D demand pattern and the planning horizon, and the loading intensity (factor). The simulator generates vehicles for a certain planning horizon according to a time-dependent O-D demand pattern at the midpoint of network links.
Current prevailing link conditions or local state variables (e.g., average current travel time and average concentration) are supplied by the DYNASMART simulator to the local processing unit, which incorporates the breadth-first algorithm, the local rule logic, and the system configuration. A Monte Carlo simulator chooses a subpath randomly from the set of feasible subpaths according to the proba- 86 
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bilities determined by the splitting model of the local rule. On reaching the downstream node of its current link, the vehicle is guided to the next link (by the link-level unit). The control continues until a specific stopping criterion is met (e.g., the network is empty or no vehicle exits the network for a prespecified time interval). The solution algorithm is implemented on a CRAY Y-MP8/864 supercomputer of the Center for High Performance Computing of the University of Texas System. The simulation-assignment framework is implemented as a FORTRAN code on a CRAY supercomputer.
Centralized Scheme: Time-Dependent System-Optimal Traffic Assignment
Virtually all traffic assignment models in the literature could be viewed as centralized. These models assume that a central controller provides path information or route guidance instructions to suitably equipped vehicles in the network. These models require O-D demand information to be fully known a priori by the central controller. From this perspective these models entail intensive computational needs and large memory requirements. Mahmassani et al. (14) indicated that most of the time-dependent models do not have efficient solution algorithms for large networks, the use of link performance and exit functions is seriously limiting in a timedependent analysis, and first-in-first-out issues remain problematic. Therefore Mahmassani and Peeta (15) developed a simulationassignment framework that provides system-optimal solutions for the time-dependent assignment problem. It enables realistic representation of traffic processes, modeling of traffic congestion and system components, information supply strategies, and adequate capturing of complex spatial and temporal vehicular interactions in large-scale networks. Therefore, the solution framework for the time-dependent system optimal problem could be viewed as a benchmark scheme for other centralized time-dependent models. In addition, its significance lies in that it provides a benchmark and a lower bound on system costs for other formulations or traffic assignment models, and hence, it is used in this research work as a benchmark against which the effectiveness and robustness of the distributed real-time scheme can be measured.
SYSTEM ROBUSTNESS TESTS UNDER INCIDENT CONDITIONS
The robustness of any control system refers to the ability to recover and operate efficiently under unexpected traffic conditions such as incidents. A comparative analysis is conducted to evaluate the relative system robustness provided by the centralized and the distributed architectures. A set of experiments is conducted to measure the performance degradation that results from a sudden transition in link traffic conditions or capacity because of incidents. The purpose is to examine the control robustness properties and to ascertain the effectiveness of the distributed control system under both smooth and sudden transition conditions. The experiments are designed to account for incidents on various network links (freeway link or surface street), for various severity levels (various levels of lane blockage), and for various incident durations. The incident duration refers to the time elapsed from the instant of incident occurrence until the instant that the original capacity and throughput are recovered.
Incident Modeling in DYNASMART
One of the attractive features of DYNASMART is the ability to simulate normal as well as incident situations. Incident information is provided by the user (through data files) to the simulator to indicate the incident link, the starting time, the end time, and the severity of the incident. A severity index is introduced to account for various degrees of operational loss in capacity and throughput. A severity value of 1 indicates that the incident affects the link so that the link capacity (or the link lane miles) and maximum throughput are reduced to zero. A severity of zero indicates that the incident has almost no effect on link capacity and outflow. DYNASMART accounts for the average delay that a vehicle would encounter at a certain node. The delay is used by the distributed schemes to calculate the link travel time. The average delay is calculated on the basis of a current average throughput from the downstream node of the link. The average throughput represents the average of the actual throughputs from that node over a prespecified previous time period (typically 3 min). Therefore, DYNASMART would actually underestimate the delay during the first 3 min after the incident occurrence before it correctly captures the actual delay caused by the incident. The duration over which the average throughput is calculated is a user-specified variable, and its length could be interpreted as the time lag between the incident occurrence and its detection.
Experimental Setup
The test network consists of a freeway with a grid street network on both sides. The network consists of 50 nodes and 168 links, with all nodes except the freeway nodes serving as both origins and destinations. The network has 38 origin nodes and 38 destination nodes. All network links are equal in length: 0.83 km (0.5 mi). The freeway Hawas and Mahmassani 87 links have a mean free speed of 91.67 km/hr (55 mi/hr), and all other links have a 50-km/hr (30 mi/hr) limit. Different signal control types are considered: pretimed signals, actuated signals, and all-way stop signs. The network area is divided into 10 zones. Network nodes are mapped to the demand zones, and the O-D zonal demand matrix is provided. The spatial distribution of the O-D demand pattern is approximately uniform, and vehicles are distributed equally among all destination zones. Figure 3 shows the node -zone mapping, the configuration of the test network, and the incident links. The density of vehicles in the network is controlled in the simulation by loading factors. A loading factor of 1 refers to the case in which 21,521 vehicles are generated (over a period of 35 min) and loaded into the network.
Incident Scenarios and Control Schemes
In this set of experiments the distributed control system is driven by the logic of local rule (Equations 1 to 7). Several incident operational scenarios are considered (as indicated in Table 1 ) on the basis of the following:
• Incident link: a freeway link or a surface street link (as highlighted in Figure 3 ).
• Severity of the incident: one lane of the incident link is blocked or two lanes are blocked. Incidents are assumed to occur at the downstream node of the link. The tested links have only two lanes. Therefore, a severity of 50 percent corresponds to about one lane of blockage and would actually cause a 50 percent reduction in the • Incident duration ranges from 0 to 45 min.
Two route control schemes are considered: the benchmark centralized control scheme and a distributed control scheme. The centralized scheme assumes no incident occurrence over the planning horizon; in other words the system-optimal path assignments are computed for normal operating conditions, with no planned incidents. To design a centralized routing pattern that recognizes incidents, the latter must be anticipated a priori, requiring complete advanced knowledge regarding the incident location, starting time, duration, and severity. In the context of real-time operations, this requirement becomes unrealistic. Experiments conducted with the centralized benchmark scheme are classified into those with incidents and those without incidents. The centralized scheme produces the system-optimal solution given that no incidents occur over the planning horizon or the period of interest. That is, incidents are not explicitly or implicitly considered in the development of the system optimal solution. The experiments without incidents estimate the overall performance (by simulating the system-optimal solution) without introducing incidents. The experiments with incidents similarly estimate the overall performance (by simulating the same system optimal solution) while accounting for the location, start time, severity, and duration of the incident. In other words the system-optimal paths determined for without incident conditions are followed in a network that actually experiences the particular incident specified. The difference in overall performance between these two cases could be viewed as an indicator of the robustness of the centralized control system and could provide the reduction in overall network capacity and throughput caused by the incident. 88 
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Under the distributed scheme incidents are implicitly accounted for through state variables that capture current traffic conditions. The local rules react to incidents through the value of the function G, which depends on the measured values of the state variables (travel time and concentration), in real time, that are directly affected by the incident. Experiments conducted with the distributed control system also included scenarios with incidents and scenarios without incidents. The difference in overall performance between these two sets of experiments under otherwise identical conditions may be attributed to the reduction in overall network capacity and throughput and reflects the extent of system robustness under the decentralized control scheme.
All experiments were conducted with one loading factor of 1.6 (congested condition). A knowledge level of three (K ϭ 3) was used with the distributed schemes. All incidents are assumed to start at the 20th minute from the start of the simulation (when the network is mostly congested). Table 2 summarizes the results that were obtained and the overall performance of the network (relative to that of the benchmark system-optimal scheme without incidents, given in Column A of Table 2 as 100 percent) for the operational scenarios (defined in Table 1 ) under the two control schemes.
Several performance measures can be obtained from the results presented in Table 2 . First, the difference in performance between the centralized scheme (without incidents in Column A) and the distributed scheme (without incidents in Column C) is a measure of the loss in efficiency caused by the local heuristic nature of the distributed controller relative to the efficiency of the system-optimal centralized routing with perfect hindsight and no incidents. This measure is shown in the column Labeled E. Under the distributed local rule a 27 percent loss of network performance in terms of total travel time in the network was noted.
Second, the difference in overall performance between the experiments conducted with the centralized scheme (with incidents in Column B versus without incidents in Column A) is a measure of the loss in performance as a result of the reduction in network capacity and throughput caused by the incident. This measure is shown in Column F in Table 2 . As expected, performance degradation increases with incident duration and with incident severity, reaching 73 percent for the single-lane freeway blockage and 121 percent for the two-lane blockage for the 45-min duration. In other words the system-optimal patterns developed without incidents will experience serious delays if an incident occurs on a major link.
Third, the difference in performance between experiments under the distributed scheme (with incidents in Column D and without incidents in Column C of Table 2 ) is a measure of the loss in efficiency as a result of the reduction in network capacity and throughput caused by the incident. This measure is shown in column G of Table 2 . By comparing these measures it can be concluded that the efficiency loss caused by incidents is greater for the centralized scheme than for the distributed scheme; in other words the distributed control system is more robust. The performance of the centralized pattern remains superior for short incident durations. As the duration becomes longer or the incident becomes more severe the distributed scheme performs better. Entries denoted by the symbol † in Table 2 indicate the operational scenarios in which the distributed scheme performed better than did the centralized scheme. For instance, for a high-severity (0.99) incident of 15 min on the freeway link, the distributed scheme resulted in a 46 percent degradation in performance relative to the performance of the no-incident system-optimal benchmark, whereas the same system-optimal pattern experiences a 49 percent performance loss without the local routing rules. The effectiveness of these rules in mitigating the effects of incidents increases with the incident duration. Figure 4 summarizes the results presented in Table 2 , illustrating the relative performance of the two control schemes as a function of incident duration for each severity index and link facility.
CONCLUSIONS
A distributed control system was developed to provide real-time route guidance in congested vehicular traffic networks. The decentralized scheme envisions a set of distributed local controllers in the network, in which every controller can extract only limited information from detectors. The assignment logic is driven by informed local search procedures and heuristics. A simulation-assignment model was developed and was used to assess the effectiveness and robustness in dealing with normal as well as incident traffic conditions. Different incident scenarios were considered to account for various incident links, durations, and severities. Preliminary tests with the distributed local control logic have shown that it underperforms (perhaps severely) the fully informed centralized architecture. However, when information is not available or is of low quality, the local control architecture was shown to be rather competitive. The development of methodologies for the distributed dynamic traffic assignment and control is still in its very early stages. Many issues related to the implementation of real-time dynamic assignment remain to be addressed. Some of these issues are related to the scope of control, specifically, the coupling of signal control with assignment. One of the advantages of the distributed system is its ready applicability to decentralizing the control of large complex networks, which facilitates dealing with its basic elements separately. Thus, distributed control provides a natural framework within which additional control dimensions such as signal control could be incorporated. The findings of these experiments indicate that the distributed scheme is more robust under incident conditions than the centralized time-dependent system-optimal scheme. This is because of its greater ability to rapidly respond to changes in network conditions. Nonetheless, the performance of the centralized systemoptimal assignment developed for nonincident conditions remained superior to that of the distributed heuristic rules, even under severe incident conditions over a range of incident durations. This suggests additional room for improvement in the local control rule logic through additional intelligence. So far only noncooperative structures in which controllers work independently of each other and exchange no information were considered. Another cooperative 
